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 FROM THE MID-17TH TO THE EARLY 20TH CENTURIES
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INTRODUCTION TO
THE COLLECTION

Significance

Focus 

Unique Story
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The collection began taking shape in the 1990s. Its unique 
feature is that it was assembled in the United States, 
following Oleg Kushnirskiy’s move to the country.

It encapsulates the twists and turns of the turbulent 
20th-century history.

46 antique Russian icons featuring intricate iconography 
and rich narratives.

The collection Introduces a new perspective on Russian 
icon painting.

The icons were meticulously restored by top experts.

The focus of the collection is on overlooked Russian icons from 
the 18th, 19th, and early 20th centuries.

A special place in the collection belongs to small-sized icons 
decorated with miniature stamps.

At the core of the collection is a wide range of antique Russian 
icons dedicated to the Resurrection – The Harrowing of Hades, 
with major Church Feasts.



GEOGRAPHY

Central
Russian
workshops

Vetka

Guslitsy

Kholuy

Mstyora 

Palekh
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Many icons originate from the most notable 
iconographic centers of the Russian Empire
– Vladimir region villages and Old Believer 
communities:
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Size:
31 х 26 х 2 cm

September 

Size:
31 х 26 х 2 cm

October

Size:
31 х 25,5 х 2,3 cm

November

Size:
31,5 х 26,5 х 2,2 cm

December

Size:
32 х 26 х 2,3 cm

January

Size:
31,5 х 26 х 2,3 cm

February

Size:
31,5 х 26,5 х 2,2 cm

March 

Size:
31,5 х 26,5 х 2,5 cm

April  

Size:
31,5 х 26 х 2,3 cm

May

Size:
31,5 х 26,5 х 2,2  cm

June  

Size:
31 х 26,5 х 2,3 cm

July

Size:
31 х 26 х 2 cm

August  

COLLECTION
HIGHLIGHTS
Yearly Menaion
Second quarter of 19th century. Palekh

The Menaion, or Minyeia or Menology, is a set of 
12 hand-painted Orthodox icons representing 
saints and major Church feasts, ordered by their 
commemoration from September to August. This 
specific antique Russian set is notable due to its 
rare complete state (Minyeia are typically found 
individually) and excellent preservation.

These Menaion Icons (meaning "monthly icons") 
became popular in Russia in the latter half of the 
16th century, following the creation of the Great 
Menaion text under Metropolitan Macarius of 
Moscow. Typically small in size, these icons are 
traditionally used for veneration on the analoion, 
positioned according to their associated month.

slide
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THE UNEXPECTED JOY
ICON OF THE MOTHER
OF GOD, WITH MARIAN
FEASTS AND
OLD TESTAMENT
PROPHECIES

Icon:
third quarter 
of the 19th century.
Moscow (?)

Size:
 58 х 44 х 3 cm

see on the website

This artwork bears truly unique iconography. The venerated 
image of the Mother of God – “The Unexpected Joy” – is 
surrounded by the main Marian Feasts (the Nativity of the 
Mother of God, the Entrance of the Mother of God into the 
Temple, the Annunciation, the Dormition of the Mother 
of God).

The "Unexpected Joy" iconography originates from a 1680 
treatise titled "The Watered Fleece" by St. Demetrius of 
Rostov. It includes a narrative about a sinful man who would 
pray to an icon of the Mother of God before committing evil 
deeds. One day, he noticed blood flowing from the wounds 
of Baby Jesus on the icon, and upon querying, was told that 
sinners repeatedly crucify Jesus through their sins. The man, 
remorseful, sought the Mother of God's intercession for 
forgiveness. Initially, Christ refused three times, but upon the 
Mother of God kneeling, He granted forgiveness. This event 
led to the icon being named "Unexpected Joy," symbolizing 
unexpected salvation, forgiveness, and the endless 
mercy of the Mother of God.

https://russianicon.com/ru/icons/bogomater-nechayannaya-radost-s-izb/
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THE TIKHVIN
MOTHER OF GOD,
WITH THE LEGEND
OF THE ICON
IN 16 BORDER SCENES

Icon:
third quarter
of the 19th century.
Vladimir region 

Size:
35,5 х 31 х 2 cm

slide

see on the website

The Legend of the Tikhvin Icon emerged in 16th-century 
Russian icon art, depicting border scenes based on the Tale 
of the Miracles of the Tikhvin Icon. The tale recounts the icon's 
appearances and revelations in various locations, ending at 
the Tikhvinka River where it was entrusted to the faithful. This 
artwork depicts miraculous events associated with the icon, 
such as surviving three fires that occurred in the monastery 
built in its honor. The cult of the Tikhvin Mother of God grew 
in popularity in the 17th century, leading to the expansion of 
the tale. This icon represents the final version of the legend, 
completed in 1658 by Herodion Sergeev, a Tikhvin icon painter.

Scenes 13 and 14 are of particular interest. They depict the life 
of Saint Martyrius of Zelenetsk (early 16th century – 1603), 
founder of the Holy Trinity Zelenetsk monastery. After receiving 
a divine revelation, he established a new convent between 
Old Ladoga and Tikhvin. Before his journey, he commissioned 
two icons: one of the Holy Trinity and one of the Tikhvin Mother 
of God, which he kept with him until his death. Saint Martyrius 
used the Tikhvin icon to resurrect Prince Ivan, the Khan of 
Kasima's son. His life story was included in The Tale in the 
mid-17th century, but its depiction in Russian iconography 
is rare, enhancing the value of those that do represent it.

https://russianicon.com/ru/icons/bogomater-tihvinskaya-s-tsiklom/
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THE RESURRECTION – 
THE HARROWING OF HADES,
WITH CHURCH FEASTS
AND THE HOLY TRINITY
IN 16 BORDER SCENES

Icon:
end of the 18th century. Yaroslavl

Size:
36 х 30,5 х 2,1 cm

slide

see on the website

During the Middle Ages, Russian icon artists adopted the 
"Rising from the Tomb" theme, influenced by Western 
European etchings. In the central scene of this icon, the 
Savior is shown facing forward with outstretched arms, 
carrying a standard and wearing a tunic and a broad 
himation, which distinguishes it from other common "Rising" 
scenes where Christ is typically partially naked.

The reverse of the antique icon panel bears several 
notable pencil inscriptions referring to the history of the 
icon and its owners (probably the Suslov family of famous 
icon painters). The date of the consecration of the icon, 
held in the ancient Holy Cross Church in the village of 
Palekh, on April 1, 1915, is also indicated.

https://russianicon.com/ru/icons/voskresenie-soshestvie-vo-ad-s-prazd-2/
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Icon:
end of the 18th century. Palekh

Size:
71 х 55 х 2,8 cm 

THE RESURRECTION — 
THE HARROWING OF HADES, 
WITH CHURCH FEASTS
AND THE “PRAISE TO
THE MOTHER OF GOD”
IN 16 BORDER SCENES

This icon is an exemplary piece of Eastern Orthodox 
art created by Palekh iconographers in the late 18th 
century. It showcases their distinctive style influenced 
by the Stroganov artistic tradition. The icon features 
elongated body proportions, small round heads, and 
elegant limbs, reflecting the refined craftsmanship of 
the Palekh artists. The artist skillfully combines vibrant 
architectural elements and ethereal, multicolored 
mountains with a contemplative softness typical of 
religious icon painting in late 18th-century Palekh. 

Detailed descriptions of all the icons are available on our website:
https://russianicon.com/icons

slide

see on the website

During the Middle Ages, Russian icon artists adopted the 
"Rising from the Tomb" theme, influenced by Western 
European etchings. In the central scene of this icon, the 
Savior is shown facing forward with outstretched arms, 
carrying a standard and wearing a tunic and a broad 
himation, which distinguishes it from other common "Rising" 
scenes where Christ is typically partially naked.

The reverse of the antique icon panel bears several 
notable pencil inscriptions referring to the history of the 
icon and its owners (probably the Suslov family of famous 
icon painters). The date of the consecration of the icon, 
held in the ancient Holy Cross Church in the village of 
Palekh, on April 1, 1915, is also indicated.

https://russianicon.com/ru/icons/voskresenie-soshestvie-vo-ad-s-obraz/
https://russianicon.com/icons/
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EXPERTISE
REPORT

see the document

Irina Shalina
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Expert on cultural values of the Russian Ministry of 
Culture (certi�cate No. 0226 dated 24.02.2010), Ph.D. 
in Art History, Leading Researcher at the State Russian 
Museum, Member of the Council of the St. Petersburg 
Regional Branch ICOMOS, National Committee 
Member of the Commission on the Culture of Ancient 
and Medieval Russia at the Scienti�c Council RAS on 
the History of World Culture

https://russianicon.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Expertise_of_the_Kushnirsky-Icon.pdf
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OLEG
KUSHNIRSKIY
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Oleg Kushnirskiy is a prominent collector and expert 
specializing in Russian icons dating from the 16th to 19th 
centuries. Over the years, he has dedicated himself to 
preserving antique Russian icons that would otherwise be 
forgotten, often uncovering them in remote villages and 
antique markets.

His fascination with Russian religious art began in the 1980s 
when he was traveling extensively throughout the former 
USSR as a photographer for the Russian National Library.

Driven by passion, Oleg began accumulating books on 
the history of iconography and frequently visited museums to 
deepen his knowledge of this art form. It was during this period 
that he nurtured the dream of curating his own collection of 
Russian icons — a dream that ultimately became a reality 
after his relocation to America in the early 1990s.

read the biography

https://ru.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9,_%D0%9E%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B3_%D0%A1%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87
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COLLECTION
CATALOG

OLEG
KUSHNIRSKIY

Specialist in Russian icon painting of the 18th–20th centuries, expert 
of  the Russian Ministry of Culture, curator of the late icon painting 
collection at the State Hermitage Museum

Anna Ivannikova

AUTHORS:

Ph.D., professor at Chapman University (California) and Chief Editor 
of  the Journal of Icon Studies

Wendy Salmond

Ph.D., Israeli sociologist and cultural scholar, Director of the Historical 
and Cultural Association Discovery Routes

Alek D. Epstein

slide



Director of the Museum 
of Russian Icons

Nikolay Zadorozhny
Сollector, antiquarian, 
Russian icons expert 

Sergey Khodorkovskiy
Historian, 
Ph.D.

Dmitry Sanoyan
Head of the 
excursion-methodological 
department at the Moscow 
Kremlin Museums, curator

Sergei Brun
Art historian,      
RAS academician  

Alexei Lidov
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BOOK LAUNCH AT THE MUSEUM
OF RUSSIAN ICONS
APRIL 26, 2023

slide



watch the video
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https://youtu.be/59DYQeaIQG4
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EXPERTS ON
THE COLLECTION

(1)

We are witnessing an interesting phenomenon. 
The political and social events that we observe 
today will be a turning point in our lives and the 
lives of millions. At the same time, many amazing 
things are happening that we never even 
thought about before. I think private icon 
collections are a sign of the times. Their founders 
contribute to the preservation of Russian culture, 
and by acknowledging them, we pay tribute to 
these people and their work. I am sure that Oleg 
Kushnirskiy’s collection will play an important 
cultural role.

Art historian,     
RAS academician 

Alexei Lidov

The release of this icon collection catalog is 
really important and exciting. I asked Oleg 
Kushnirskiy for a few copies to have in the MGAKI 
library. The catalog caught the attention of the 
faculty, including Evgeny Nikolaevich Maksimov, 
a well-known artist who leads the monumental 
painting workshop. I introduced the catalog to 
my art history students, and some of them have 
already chosen seminar topics based on the 
icons featured in it. I also want to mention that 
the catalog is of excellent quality, allowing us to 
examine the collection in detail.

Head of the Department of Theory and History of Art at the 
V.I. Surikov Moscow State Academic Art Institute (MGAKI)

Pavel Pavlinov

slide

History is not a collection of facts (or artifacts 
in the case of art history). This is primarily 
a context that gives an idea of the 
relationship of events, material and everyday 
culture.

In the 1980s and 1990s, when Russian icons 
began to be exported en masse to Europe 
and the USA, many bought them without 
a special system, as oriental exotics for 
interior decoration. There were others who 
viewed icons solely as financial investments. 
The value of Oleg Kushnirskiy's collection lies 
precisely in its conceptual thoughtfulness 
and completeness, in the dialogue of those 
masterpieces that make it up. Which is very 
rare among private collections — and almost 
an exception among private icon collections. 
I am glad that the general public now has 
the opportunity to get acquainted with the 
unique collection through this catalog and, 
hopefully, exhibitions in the future.

Collector, antiquarian, Russian icons 
expert 

Sergey Khodorkovskiy
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While the traditional focus of art historians lies on ancient Russian icons, pre-Mongolian 
ones, Oleg Kushnirskiy’s collection o�ers a di�erent perspective, featuring icons from the 
more recent era of the 17th to the 19th centuries, which I find interesting and valuable. 
Personally, I found myself drawn to images of saints – real people that were later 
canonized – rather than biblical figures. Initially, I knew very little about some of these 
saints. As I leaf through the book, I continue to find an abundance of meaning in these 
works. This is beautiful and this is what makes antique art relevant today.

I see the icon collection assembled by Oleg Kushnirskiy in America as another example 
of the intricate cultural and historical connections between our two countries. In this 
context, the release of the catalog becomes yet another bridge, which, most 
importantly, was built by an individual – a private collector.

Professor of the Department of Russian History, 
World and Regional Civilizations at the Siberian 
Federal University

Lyudmila Belgorodskaya

It is always a great joy when collectors choose to 
publish their collection rather than keep it hidden 
away. This is of great importance for the 
advancement of art history studies as the catalog 
brings forth a range of artifacts into scholarly 
discussions that were previously unknown to both 
specialists and the broader community of ancient 
Russian art enthusiasts. It was incredibly gratifying to 
witness the numerous colleagues at the book launch 
of Oleg Kushnirskiy’s collection catalog and to hear 
the warm words of appreciation with which they 
welcomed the publication.

Research fellow at the Department of Ancient 
Russian Art at the State Tretyakov Gallery

Anastasia Likhenko

slide

EXPERTS ON
THE COLLECTION

(2)
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I find the timeframe chosen by Oleg Kushnirskiy for his collection very interesting. 
While we are familiar with ancient Russian iconography, we often overlook the 
artistic merits of icons from the second half of the 18th, 19th, and early 20th 
centuries. We sometimes forget that icons are not just artworks but also sacred 
objects. To some extent, they express the aesthetic and cultural beliefs of the 
entire people, of course, within the church canon. In Kushnirskiy’s collection, 
a significant place is given to icons depicting the Harrowing of Hades. It is striking 
how the interest of iconographers in this theme correlates with the translation of 
the Bible into Russian in the second half of the 19th century.

Host of Art Programs on “Radio Moscow”

Anna Sokolskaya

A collection is not just a set of 
artifacts: all the works within it are 
connected by a certain idea. It is very 
important that Oleg Kushnirskiy’s 
collection is a unity, where each 
element has significance. Thus, the 
collection as a whole turns out to be 
more valuable than just the sum of the 
works that make it up.

Collector and host of the YouTube channel 
“Russian Icons. Andrey Boldyrev Presents”

Andrey Boldyrev

slide

EXPERTS ON
THE COLLECTION

(3)
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open the publication

Natalia Komashko
Leading research fellow at the Andrey 
Rublev Museum, member of the museum's 
expert council, expert of the Russian 
Ministry of Culture

open the publication

Sergei Brun
Head of the excursion-methodological 
department at the Moscow Kremlin 
Museums, curator open the publication

Maria Santi
Art historian and writer

open the publication

Nikolay Zadorozhny
Director of the Museum of Russian Icons

https://russianicon.com/a-review-of-the-collection-by-natalia-komashko/
https://russianicon.com/review-of-the-oleg-kushnirskiy-collection-catalog-by-nikolay-zadorozhny/
https://russianicon.com/barely-known-masterpieces-of-russian-icon-painting/
https://russianicon.com/an-encounter-of-generations-a-few-words-about-the-book-russian-icons-from-the-mid-17th-to-the-early-20th-centuries-the-collection-of-oleg-kushnirskiy/
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EDUCATIONAL
AND CHARITY
ACTIVITIES 

Book copies have been donated

to more than 50 libraries and museums

across Russia, including:

Scientific Library of the State Tretyakov Gallery

Library of the Moscow Kremlin Museums

Library of the Moscow Orthodox Theological Academy

Scientific Library of the State Hermitage Museum

Scientific Library of the State Russian Museum 

Scientific Library of the Russian Academy of Arts
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THANK-YOU LETTERS

slide

see on the website see on the website see on the website

see on the website see on the website

https://russianicon.com/great-news-from-the-library-of-science-at-the-state-tretyakov-gallery/
https://russianicon.com/our-book-is-in-the-research-library-of-the-russian-academy-of-arts/
https://russianicon.com/the-mstera-art-museum-has-included-our-catalog-in-its-collection/
https://russianicon.com/n-i-lobachevsky-scientific-library-adds-our-catalog-to-its-collection/
https://russianicon.com/ulyanovsk-book-palace-has-included-our-catalog-in-its-collection/
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open the publication

A. M. Gorky Perm State 
Regional Universal 
Library

open the publication

Scientific Library
of FEFU

open the publication

Fundamental Library of 
Herzen University

open the publication

V. Y. Kurbatov Pskov 
Regional Universal 
Scientific Library

open the publication

Regional Scientific 
Library of Arkhangelsk

open the publication

Novgorod 
Museum-Reserve

open the publication

Tver Regional
 Art Gallery

slide

https://www.gorkilib.ru/events/postuplenie-v-fond-biblioteki-izdaniya-russkaya-ikona-serediny-xvii-nachala-xx-veka-kollektsiya-oleg
https://www.dvfu.ru/library/event-of-the-year/2023-05-11/
https://lib.herzen.spb.ru/p/donations
https://novgorodmuseum.ru/o-muzee-zapovednike/novosti/redkoe-izdanie-posvyashchennoe-pozdnej-russkoj-ikone-peredano-v-dar--novgorodskomu-muzeyu-zapovedniku
https://gallery.tverreg.ru/news/9436/
https://biblio.pskovlib.ru/novosti/1603-okno-v-poteryannyj-mir
https://www.aonb.ru/news/2362-katalog-russkih-ikon.html


Professor of the Department of 
Russian History, World and Regional 
Civilizations at the Siberian Federal 
University, is presenting the catalog 
to students

Lyudmila Belgorodskaya
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PRESENTATION
OF THE BOOK
AT THE SIBERIAN
FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

slide
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MEDIA
COVERAGE 

The Art Newspaper Russia 
“An American Story of Russian 
Iconography”

open the publication

Bogoslov.ru "Russian Icons from 
the Mid-17th to the Early 20th Centuries: 
The Collection of Oleg Kushnirskiy"

open the publication

Knigoobzor.ru "Eksmo": 
"Russian Icons from the Mid-17th to 
the Early 20th Centuries: The 
Collection of Oleg Kushnirskiy"

open the publication

slide

https://russianicon.com/the-art-newspaper-russia-publishes-a-review-of-the-kushnirskiy-collection-catalog/
https://knigoobzor.ru/eksmo-russkaya-ikona-seredini-17-veka
https://bogoslov.ru/book/6191869
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open the publication

CityGu.ru

open the publication

Travel Expert

open the publication

EVA.RUArgumentiru.com

open the publication

PRO SCIENCE

open the publication open the publication

Glossy.Ru

open the publication

Blogs Cety.ru Pro Art with Maria Santi

open the publication

slide

https://argumentiru.com/2023/05/kk-534036
https://citygu.ru/russkaya-ikona-serediny-xvii-nachala-xx-veka-kollektsiya-olega-kushnirskogo.html/
https://travelexpert.group/knizhnyj-bagazh-medprof-russkaya-ikona-i-otecz-rok-zvezda/
https://eva.ru/news/russkaya-ikona-serediny-xvii--nachala-xx-veka-kollekciya-olega-kushnirskogo
https://polit.ru/article/2023/06/02/ps_icon
http://glossy.ru/culture/?id=20703
http://blog.cety.ru/georgiy-rzaev-shah-tahtinskiy/18795-russkaya-ikona-novogo-vremeni.html
https://russianicon.com/talking-about-the-history-of-russian-icon-collecting-with-maria-santi/


open the video
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RUSSIAN ICON
IN AMERICA

Video interview series 
by icon expert Andrey 
Boldyrev on his 
YouTube channel 
“Russian Icon As Seen 
by Andrey Boldyrev”

slide

https://youtu.be/bbJ7Aeh39Yo


CONTACT US

Director of  Russian Icon Collection

+ 1-917-499-3005

Ilya Kushnirskiy

PR Director of Russian Icon Collection

pr@russianicon.com

Sofia Guzzo

Project Manager

info@russianicon.com

Patricia Semeniuk
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mailto:pr%40russianicon.com?subject=%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%9E%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B3%D0%B0%20%D0%9A%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE
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@russianiconcollectionwww.russianicon.com Russian Icon Collection Russian Icon @RussianIconCollection

https://russianicon.com
https://www.instagram.com/russianiconcollection
https://www.facebook.com/russianiconcollection
https://www.linkedin.com/company/russian-icon
https://www.youtube.com/@RussianIconCollection

